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Abstract
Environment Canada operated a thermodynamic profiling radiometer providing continuous
temperature, humidity and liquid soundings during the Alpine Venue of the 2010 Winter Olympic
Games. Retrievals were obtained in real time via neural networks and in post-processing via
one-dimensional variational analysis (1DVAR). Background error covariance matrices for
1DVAR were calculated using brightness temperature from radiometer observations and from
forward-modeled radiosonde and grid point model analysis. All radiometer, radiosonde and
analysis data including all weather (rain, sleet and snow) conditions were included. 1DVAR
retrieval errors, determined by comparison with radiosonde temperature and humidity
soundings, are 1.6 C and 0.6 g/m3 rms or less from the surface to 10 km height. This error is
smaller than the representativeness error assigned to radiosonde data when they are
assimilated into numerical weather models. These results suggest that 1DVAR retrievals are
ready for operational use in numerical weather modeling and prediction.
Introduction
Radiometer, radiosonde and LAPS (Local Analysis and Prediction) analysis grid point locations
are shown in Figure 1. The Radiometrics MP-3000A thermodynamic profiling radiometer
observes 35 microwave (and 1 infrared) channels. Radiosondes were launched from the valley
floor, 117 m below the mountainside radiometer site.

Figure 1. Radiometer, radiosonde and LAPS grid point locations in Whistler Valley (left);
example radiometer (blue) and radiosonde (red) temperature and dewpoint soundings (right).
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Also in Figure 1 are radiometer and radiosonde soundings showing fog at the radiosonde site
and clear conditions at the radiometer site. The temperature soundings show good agreement
up to 10 km height, whereas dewpoint sounding agreement degrades with height (consistent
with increasing separation during radiosonde ascent). The radiometer site and the radiosonde
launch site are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Meteorological sensors (radiometer second from left) on the mountainside at the
base of the Creekside Gondola, and the radiosonde launch site in the Whistler valley.

Observations
Surface and cloud base temperatures measured by the radiometer are shown in Figure 3. When
cloud base and surface temperature are similar, low clouds are present; cloud base
temperatures near 180 K indicate clear conditions. In general, it was cloudy 12-17 and 23-26
Feb and clear 18-22 Feb.

Figure 3. Surface temperature (black) and cloud base temperature (red).

Brightness temperatures observed by radiometer and forward modeled from LAPS analysis and
radiosondes are shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Radiometer (blue), analysis (red) and radiosonde (clear: solid cyan; cloudy: open cyan)
brightness temperature time series (left) and scatter plots (right – clear only)
at 22, 30, 51 and 59 GHz (top to bottom).

Radiometer, radiosonde and analysis brightness temperatures are in reasonably good
agreement, except at 58.8 GHz, where the analysis is up to 7 C colder after sunset during clear
conditions. Reduction in model nighttime boundary layer height is expected to improve
agreement at 58.8 GHz (and nearby frequencies).
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Retrievals
Radiometer (neural network) and radiosonde temperature, relative humidity and liquid water
profiles for the 2 week Winter Olympic time period are shown in Figure 5. Radiosonde wind
barbs (overlay) show high correlation with radiometer liquid profiles.

Figure 5. Radiometer off-zenith neural network (top 3 panels) and
6-hr radiosonde (bottom 3 panels) profiles at Whistler 12-28 Feb 2010.

Radiometer and radiosonde temperature and humidity profiles (Figure 5) correlate during clear
skies, clouds and precipitation. Rain, sleet and snow fell 12-16 and 24-28 Feb with a maximum
20 mm/hr rate on 17 Feb. Upper air temperature and humidity ramps and liquid profiles correlate
with humid maritime air advection up valley (southwest winds) to Whistler.
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Covariance Error
Background error covariance matrices computed from simultaneous radiosonde, analysis and
radiometer brightness temperatures are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6. Temperature (left) and vapor density (right) background error covariance matrices.

Neural network and 1DVAR retrieval vs. radiosonde statistics are shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Zenith (NNz) and off-zenith (NNs) neural network, analysis (NWP) and 1DVAR temperature
(left) and vapor density (right) statistical comparisons (rms) with radiosondes.

The LAPS analysis (NWP) temperature accuracy is good at heights down to 800 m, and the
neural network retrieval accuracy is good up to 800 m. Above ~1 km neural network
temperature retrieval errors are roughly three times larger than long-term statistical errors
reported during non-precipitating conditions (Güldner and Spänkuch, 2001). We attribute the
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larger error for zenith (NNz) retrievals to rain, sleet and snow accumulation on top of the
radiometer radome, and for off-zenith (NNs) retrievals to leveling error (small leveling error can
generate several K brightness temperature error). In general, 1DVAR retrievals at all heights
provide better accuracy than the representativeness error (Kistler et al., 2001; Knupp et al.,
2009) universally assigned to radiosonde data when they are assimilated into numerical weather
models.
Results
Observed (radiometer) and forward modeled (radiosonde and analysis) brightness temperature
time series and scatter plot comparisons during clear sky show similar trends. Clear sky
radiosonde (RAOB) and analysis (LAPS) brightness temperature comparisons with radiometer
observations show the following:
1) RAOB 22 and 30 GHz channels show 1.5 to 3.0 K bias. This may be caused by one or
more of the following: (a) radiosonde dry-bias, (b) water vapor absorption model
uncertainty, (c) radiometer calibration bias, and (d) radiometer leveling error.
2) RAOB 51 and 59 GHz channels agree very well (within the expected accuracy) except for
1-2 K bias in the 51.1-52.8 GHz channels. This may be caused by radiometer leveling
error (0.1 deg leveling error may cause several K brightness temperature error).
3) LAPS 22 and 30 GHz channels show 3 to 4 K average bias and upper channels show bias
similar to RAOB. This is consistent with LAPS moisture overestimation in the upper
troposphere-lower stratosphere for the lower channels and by (1a-d) above for the upper
channels.
4) LAPS 51 and 59 GHz channels show significantly different slope for most channels. This is
consistent with a ~5 K overestimation of the thermal diurnal cycle by LAPS.
Radiometer (neural network) and radiosonde temperature and humidity profiles show similar
upper tropospheric temperature variations. Liquid profiles estimated from radiosondes show
three times lower maximum liquid density compared to radiometer retrievals.
Conclusions
1DVAR methods can provide continuous temperature and humidity soundings for numerical
weather modeling with accuracy equivalent to radiosondes. The method, demonstrated during
all weather conditions (rain, sleet and snow) during the 2010 Winter Olympics, is quasioperational (ready for operational forecasting).
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